


Grades 9 - 10

Shrimp Man - Luuki Ziesenheim
A man running a seafood stand struggles with memories of his childhood and drug addiction. 

Weredeer  - Gabbie Conchilla
There might be a Weredeer

The Trail of Deciet - Remy Garbrick / Colin Michels / Kiefer Ziegler / Sara Kelly
A mayor is murdered in a tangled web of mystery to be untangled by private investigator Frank Abbidon as hilar-

ity ensues.

Chrysalis - Sam Seltzer
Iola dies. She then finds herself in purgatory that is disguised as a bar; and meets a series of characters that make 

her rethink her life choices.

Dames Rocket - Skyler Keck
A girl runs away from home after having a bad day, but realizes she took it for granted when she meets someone, 

or something, at the water.

A Change in Heart - Alek Yaninek / Sam Seltzer / Chris Hernandez
A boy who struggles in life, realizes his ways and must have a change in heart to avoid his demise.

Consolidated Ideal - Kiefer Ziegler / Chris Hernandez / Sara Kelly / Gabbie Conchilla / Casey Kopetchny 
/ Ce Neyer

A student undergoes a personal battle to retain their individuality.

An Escape From Life / Rebel Girl - Rosaleen Daley
Ball pit gateway into the mind / The cool kids in the neighborhood

Life In a Flash - Felix Legaspi / Noam Filizzi
Life goes by fast, take it for granted and you might lose it.

Falling Star - Sara Kelly
A girl wants to become a famous rockstar but the fame isn’t what it seems...

Lonely Boy - Nadia Trufahnestock
A man on his birthday makes a cake for himself, and runs into many different obstacles.  

Ice cream & Ibuprofen - Scarlett Werntges
The ambivalence of girlhood.

One Man Band - Lily Compton
Follow along with musician/craftsman Nick DiSanto as he goes from band member to band. 



Grades 11 - 12

I’m Sorry for Your Loss - Casey Kopetchny
A random slew of events occur in the midst of the loss of a loved one.

Pioneer - John Ames
An adaptation of “Notes from a Pioneer on a Speck in Space” by Lew Welch.

Night Light - Asher Brown-Nystrom
Sylvia must restore the light in her shelter. 

Watchers - Aleena Brown
An eerie film of a girl taking her trash out. 

Tulip - Olivia Bollin / Gwenever Griest
A sizzling tension between two long-term friends guides them to become closer 

to one another.

Delirium Pirschjäger - Ce Neyer / Aleena Brown
When things don’t feel right about their diagnosis, Toni is determined to prove 
they’re not going mad. While they document their experiences, they learn the 

hard truth about who to trust and not trust. But can they trust themselves?

Cicada - Matthew Moore / Colin Michels
■[]■■

Bone to Pick - Daniel Navas
A lonely and heartbroken skeleton tries to get back into the dating scene.


